Solution Brief
High availability secure multimedia for business continuity
Executive summary

Solution overview

balancing and intelligent traffic manage-
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agencies require continuous operation of
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their critical applications including their

messaging, collaboration and presence
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involving Multimedia Communication
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network. While providing the right level

> Increased application performance
and security

of security, IT managers need to ensure

> Disaster recovery for multiple sites

the availability of those applications

> Reduced costs by conserving
bandwidth

Challenge
Constantly improving business effi-

even in the event of a full site failure.

ciency and productivity are critical for

For example, voice calls should be able

businesses to stay competitive. Thus,

to recover quickly when a multimedia

real-time solutions for collaboration

server failure occurs.

> Enhanced application and network
efficiency
> Restriction or blocking of unintended
traffic (P2P, DoS, virus, etc.)

such as Instant Messaging with presence, voice, video and multimedia are in
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Figure 1. High availability solution for secure multimedia
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Solution products
and capabilities

This solution simplifies

Switched Firewall

the process of optimizing

> Switch-based acceleration with
minimal latency for jitter-sensitive
applications
> Layered defense security
> Superior scalability and manageability
> Proven HA (High-Availability) capability

application performance

Application Switch

> Local and Global Server Load
Balancing
> Blocking of DoS attack traffic
> SIP proxy load balancing
Secure Multimedia Controller

> Provide mutual endpoint and server
authentication
> Signaling encryption — protecting
signaling integrity and preventing
interception
> Signaling authentication
> Pre-programmed firewall with stateful
inspection of VoIP protocols

and reliability and
enhances application
and switch acceleration
leverage.

Benefits

Conclusion

Application resiliency — Delivering

Nortel has a proven solution that

resilient VoIP applications is one of

provides both the security and high

many capabilities of the Nortel

availability required by the environment

Application Switch, with features such

in which many of today’s organizations

as SIP proxy load balancing, SIP Refer

operate. Nortel’s High Availability

Method support and SIP Health

Secure Multimedia solution protects

Checks. This allows the enhanced

the network from internal and external

uptime as well as increased accessibility

threats and significantly increases the

and ease of use, reducing business oper-

reliability of communication services

Communication Server 1000

ating costs. Nortel Application Switch

that act as the lifeblood of modern

> Up to 15,000 IP users per system
> Advanced IP Telephones
> Geographic and campus redundancy,
rock-solid reliability
> Hundreds of telephone features
> Support for open-standards (SIP,
H.323) — large library of applications, such as call center and unified
messaging

also has High-Availability features that

organizations. This solution accom-

ensure easy application failover and

plishes all of these enhancements while

continuous uptime for customers.

leveraging the latest technologies to

Multimedia Communication
Server 5100

>
>
>
>

Up to 10,000 users per system
Enabling the virtual enterprise
Making users more productive
Provide multimedia and collaborative applications that enhance
communications
> Supports video calling, instant
messaging, chat, directories, in/out logs,
file sharing, web push, co-browse,
personal agent, call screening, IM
and call routing

Enhanced security — Nortel’s
Application Switch, Secure Multimedia
Controller and Nortel Switched Firewall
provide features such as expanded DoS
attack protection and authentication
services. Deep packet inspection on the
application switches ensures applicationaware security.

continue to lower cost of ownership
when compared with traditional
approaches. In spite of the extensive
and strict enforcement controls, the
enhanced resiliency and security features
remain largely transparent to users,
minimizing confusion and complexity
at the user desktop.

Simplicity and scalability — Nortel’s

Technical information

Application Switch, Secure Multimedia

Technical configuration guides with

Controller and Switched Firewall are

additional details, along with other

proven technology that are used to

useful information, are available on

secure voice, multimedia and data in

www.nortel.com/enterprisesecurity.

many enterprise customer networks,
providing a solution that is easy to scale
as the business expands.
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